Ma kakham = Engagement in Naga (Tangkhul)

Aming kakapi = Final Agreement writing for marriage

Haora = Traditional Naga (Tangkhul) shawl.

Kang = chair cart

Khangpok = hut

Kwak Tanba = Chasing away of the crows.

Lainingthau Sanamahi Mera Chaorel haouba - beginning year of the reign of Sanamahi

Luira phanit = A Naga (Tangkhul) festival celebrated just before the seed started scattering.

Mangkap Phanit = A festival among the Nagas (Tangkhul) celebrated just before the starting of annual harvesting.

Maiba = Traditional Manipuri Priest.

Maibi = Traditional Manipuri Priestess.

Meitei Mayek = Original Meitei script.
Ngala Thankazang = Escorting the bride to the bridegroom's residence among the Tangkhul Nagas.

Na hutpa = Making hole in the ear.

Hainaba = Engagement.

Waroipot puba = A gift, specially fruits, bringing to the bride's house after the final agreement is made between the boy and girl for the marriage among the Vaishnavites.

Nongmaiching = A mountain in the Eastern part of Imphal where Vaishnavites go for pilgrimage.

Phunga = hearth

Laiming chanba = entering the name in the religious group among the Vaishnavites.

Ringkhalvi = Resurrection day

Salai = Clan of Meiteis.

Sagei = Sub-Clan.

Umang Lai = Meitei traditional God of forest.